Conference Scope

APMOD 2014 is the eleventh conference in the series of successful events that bring together distinguished researchers and practitioners from academia and industry to exchange knowledge, ideas and results in a broad range of topics relevant to mathematical optimization, modelling languages and software, theory and practice of computational methods and solution algorithms.

The relevant application areas include, but are not restricted to, health, transportation, logistics, engineering, finance, supply chain management, statistics, scheduling, and energy.

APMOD 2014 also aims to cover matheuristics, the combination of mathematical optimization and metaheuristics, and the applications of mathematical optimization in business analytics and big data.

Plenary Speakers

Warren Powell  
*Princeton University, USA*

Berç Rustem  
*Imperial College London, UK*

Stein Wallace  
*Norwegian School of Economics, Norway*

Important Dates

15 January 2014:  
Abstract submission deadline

10 February 2014:  
Abstract acceptance notification

20 February 2014:  
Early bird registration

Student Prize

An APMOD Student Best Paper Prize will be awarded. Papers need to be submitted by student advisors to apmod@warwick.ac.uk by 15 January, 2014.

http://www.apmod2014.org

Conference Host

The Operational Research and Management Science (ORMS) Group
Warwick Business School
The University of Warwick